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Sunday in Cape Town…please let it stop raining and warm up…but it looks as if there’s weeks of it ahead and 
my warm clothes order from LL Bean hasn’t arrived yet! 

We don’t talk much about music in this newsletter so I thought I just let you know that I’ve just bought tickets 
for The Who 50 year concert in Leeds in December.  I shall fly back to the UK to watch them…and it’ll be 
value beyond value. 

And so that you can check my live music credentials I’ll offer you the following…I was there when: 

Pete Brown and the Battered Ornaments played the bandstand in Hyde Park in 1968. 
The Nice played America and Rondo in Croydon in 1968…long live Keith Emerson. 
The Stones played Hyde Park in 1969 just after Brian Jones died. 
Yes and Country Joe and the Fish played Goldsmiths in 1972/3…great to be at a decent college. 
The Angelic Upstarts played Alexandra Palace in 1977…no spitting at Mensi! 
The UK Subs played the Marquee in 1979…Charlie Harper is the man. 
Paul Simon played the Graceland Tour in The Albert Hall 1987 
Bob Dylan played Melbourne in 2001 
Brian Wilson played “Good Vibrations” in Bournemouth in 2004. 
The Cream played The Albert Hall in 2005. 

 
It’s a bit like in The Commitments…great film…btw…who are your influences?  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_aO9pv0Y7I well now you know! 

 
It’s good to be old…sometimes! 
 
More sport than enough this weekend.  I somehow believe in advance that Hamilton and Federer are likely to 

be gallant losers. 
 
Time for accounting, VAT, Royalties and financial planning as the second quarter finishes and we look ahead. 
With house prices going mad in London at the moment it’s not bad to be a homeowner in Docklands…and 
Newlands ain’t bad either…even if the Rand is heading south quicker than a quick thing. 
 
Remember:  @tom_beasor and LinkedIn for daily neg tweets.  Feel free to connect on LinkedIn and re-tweet. 
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6th July 2014 

Looks as if I’ve managed to find a place in the UK to repair my Nexus.  £35 does the job…and I’ve got to reload all 

the programmes.  Living in SA is great but for IT and kit you can’t beat the UK with occasional visits to the USA. 

 

As I said above I’ve placed an online order with LL Bean.  I’ve tried buying decent Winter clothes in SA but mail 

order/online with US companies still provides more choice.  Long time readers will know about my love of LL Bean 

clothing. 

 

 

 

MONONA, Wis. (AP) — The eighth annual Wisconsin Wife Carry Championship Race was a big hit again this year, 

especially for Jon Fenrick of Middleton. 

The 29-year-old Monona police officer captured the title Friday after he slung his 103-pound wife over his 

shoulders and completed the obstacle course in a minute flat. With the victory he takes home $525 — plus his 

wife's weight in beer, the Wisconsin State Journal reported (http://bit.ly/1seUyWQ ). 

The contest, an internationally sanctioned event, was a big attraction at the Monona Community Festival. More 

than a dozen couples competed in front of hundreds of cheering fans. 

The course challenges runners to slog 850 feet through tires, bales of hay and a water pit. It only took Fenrick 60 

seconds to complete the course, but he said it was the longest minute of his life. 

"Absolutely, without a doubt," he said. "This is awesome." 

The generally preferred carrying position is to have the wife hang down the man's back with her legs over his 

shoulders. The women are required to wear bicycle helmets, and each couple has to sign a liability waiver. 

The event is open to straight and same-sex couples, and the entrance fee is $40. 
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Buyers beware! 

 
Here’s a message to buyers.  Occasionally I write to the purchasing community and here’s 
another episode. 
 
I recently did a small amount of one off business for a government agency in SA.  It was a trivial 
sum...around $300.  I presented the invoice and got back two 8 page forms for payment which 
entailed my getting a notary to sign and stamp every page and the bank to endorse my details 
with their corporate stamp. 
 
I asked the client what the cut off point for payment without all this nonsense is and they told me 
$100.  I then represented the invoice with a 70% discount and I now expect prompt payment. 
 
Of course my desire to work with this client is now zero unless I get a sufficiently large order to 
merit visiting the bank and a notary and spending hours filling in detailed forms. 
 
I understand that fraud is prevalent in SA but it’s not hard to see why I don’t much want to work 
for the public sector and I’m more and more going to a pay up front, cash with order basis to 
prevent this. 
 
It’s not always the public sector.  I recently withdrew from a request for a quote when the 
international client wanted me to complete a tender document of untold complexity.  It’s just 
easier to work elsewhere. 
 
Buyers beware, please.  For every seller who withdraws from a market because you make it too 
tough then the market shrinks, competition lessens and value opportunities decrease. 
 
You have the answer in your own hands. 
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Hard value, soft value 

This tip follows up what I wrote this week in the sales tip.  In any deal there’s hard value and soft 
value. 
 
Hard value is the dollar count.  It’s easy to calculate…when you get or offer a 5% discount you 
can immediately know the dollar result. 
 
Soft value are the intangibles that also add value to a deal but don’t always have an objective 
dollar amount.  Issues that come to mind are:  how easy are they to deal with,  are they pleasant 
and friendly, do they simplify matters and make difficult matters easy to deal with, are they flexible 
and understanding…and the list continues. 
 
Hard value negotiators measure success in cold dollar terms.  Soft value negotiators see a world 
beyond dollars that looks at relationships, risk and opportunity.  It looks into the future and sees 
the whole life value of the relationship rather than a one-off deal perspective. 
 
Negotiators have memories and when they meet you they bring the baggage, good or bad, from 
previous meetings.  You can either start your meeting on the front foot or you can start by 
repairing damage.  I know which one I’d prefer. 
 
People make decisions.  Get them to work positively for you.  Deals are more than just the 
dollars. 
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